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l. Introduction 
The author discussed in [2] 1 ), the distribution of the a-values, including 
a= 0 and a==, of the random meromorphic function. He used, for this 
purpose, a family G of the random meromorphic functions: 
g(z, t) =b(z, t)fc(z, t), 
of finite order e (e 1= 0), where b(z, t) represents a class of random integral 
functions: 
b (z, t) = I r2n (t) bn zn, 
n 
of finite non-zero order r!b < (!, and c(z, t) represents another class of 
random integral functions: 
c (z, t) = I r 2n+l (t) en zn, 
n 
of finite non -zero order ec < (!· 
The functions r 2n(t) and r 2n+I(t) are Radamacher's functions used, here, 
as random factors. For a random choice of t in the interval (0, l), the 
probability that rn(t) is + l is l/2, and the probability that it is -l is l/2. 
Thus the probability that r2n(t) is + l (or -l) and the probability that 
r 2n+I(t) is + l (or -l) are independent. So the moduli of the coefficients 
only are subject to random variations. 
We proved in [2], that the number of the a-values of 'almost all' 
* * g(z, t) of G or 'all' g(z, t) of G, where G is a sub-class of G, satisfies some 
inequality which depends on the domain of the values of a. 
The conceptions 'almost all' and 'all' imply a basis of probability. 
We mean by 'almost all' g(z, t) of Gall the random meromorphic functions 
g(z, t) belonging to G-x, where x is an exceptional set of G. 
We discussed in [3], the behaviour of the random meromorphic function 
g(z, t) at its zeros. We proved that 'all' meromorphic functions g(z, t) 
* belonging to G showed the 'pits behaviour' i.e. g(z, t) is exponentially 
1 ) The number in square brackets refers to the reference at the end of the paper. 
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large except in 'pits' of exponentially small area. We proved that for 
a-values satisfying: 
* each pit of an g(z, t) of G contains the same number of such a-values as 
it does zeros. 
Thus, we could deduce, that every zero of the random meromorphic 
function is situated in a pit in the shape of a 'bowl'. The height of the 
'howl' is of the order 
where R is the mean value of the distance of the zero point from the 
origin, and mb(R) and mc(R) are the maximum terms m: 
I JbnJ Rn and I JcnJ Rn respectivily. 
n n 
The upper part of the 'bowl' is bounded by circles of diameter at most 
exp (( -Re/10). 
Here, we investigate the behaviour of the random meromorphic function 
at its poles. We use, for our investigation, the same family G of random 
meromorphic functions employed in [2] and [3]. 
* We shall prove that the poles of g(z, t) belonging to G are situated in 
'elongated inverted pits' of infinite height. So, these 'inverted pits' are 
actually in the shape of right circular cones of infinite height. The bases 
of such cones are at a distance from the z-plane of the order 
exp (8(3R/2)3e mb(R)fmc(R), 
where R is the mean distance of the pole point of g(z, t) from the origin. 
We prove, also, that 'almost all' meromorphic functions g(z, t) of G 
are exponentially large in cones of exponentially small areas. We find 
* that each g(z, t) of G, takes, in the same cone, every value of a satisfying: 
( 1.1) 
in equal times as it has poles. 
The function g(z, t) may have, in one cone, one or more poles, such a 
cone is reckoned with a multiplicity equal to the number of the poles it 
contains. Thus there is one circular cone to each pole. 
Circular cones may overlap, and one circular cone may contain another, 
in which case we count each cone separately. So the total number of cones 
of g(z, t) within a given circle, is about the same number of its poles within 
the same circle. Also, this number satisfies the inequality given in Section 5 
case 11 [2]. As a matter of fact, in virtue of the above mentioned 
inequality, we could suggest the lower bound of the inequality (1.1). 
We prove, by lemma 1, that these circular cones are surrounded by 
circies of diameter at most exp ( -Re/12), where R is the mean distance 
of the pole point from the origin. 
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We find, by lemma 2, that these cones are separated from each other 
by level curves on which g(z, t) satisfies the inequality: 
(1.2) 
2. Notation and previous results 
Arbitrary small values E's that occur throughout satisfy: 
E<min (1, e/2). 
Since the family G of random merom orphic functions and the exceptional 
set x, are the same family and the exceptional set used in [2] and [3], 
so for general terminology refer to the above mentioned papers. 
Also, we make use of some of our results in [2] and [3]. 
The family F still represents the random integral functions: 
f(z, t; a)=b(z, t)-ac(z, t). 
The notation m(R, a) stands for the maximum term of the function 
f(z, t; a) on the circle JzJ =R, i.e. the maximum term in 
L ([b,/ + [aJJc,/) R". 
" Then, we have: 
(2.1) 
We know from (3.5) [3] that: 
(2.2) m( kR) <; kN(kR> m(R), 
where m(R) is the maximum term in ,L Ja,J R", and N(R) is its index. 
" If Mb(R) and Me(R) are the maximum moduli of b(z, t) and c(z, t) 
respectively, on Jzl =R, then we have by function theory and (3.6) [3], 
the following inequalities: 
(2,3) 
(2.4) 
e-RE mb (R) < Mb (R) < eRE mb (R) 
e-RE me (R) :S;; Me (R) :S;; eRE me (R). 
We need, here, the following important result of lemma 1 [3]: 
If z and j are two complex numbers such that Jzl =R, Jz-j/ .;;;;R/2 
and w is a real variable such that: 
1-exp ( -R2E) <;w<; 1 +exp ( -R2E), 
then corresponding to each f of F- x and every complex number a, 
we can find a set of numbers y's satisfying: 
1-s=yo<Yl < ... <yq,+l = 1 +s, 
where 
uch that: 
(2.5) /f(wj, t; a)/~ A exp (- 8 (3R/2) 2E) m(Jj[, a) min ((w-yi)q•; (yi+ 1 -w)q'), 
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where w satisfies: Yi < w < Yi+I and the exceptional set x = x ( E, j) is of 
measure at most exp ( -IWl < exp (- (R/2)E). 
We write A's for positive numbers, they may differ from one occasion 
to another. 
Results are, constantly, stated involving the hypothesis 'R;>R0(E)' for 
suitable R0 • In proving such results, we need to rechoose R0 from time 
to time as the argument proceeds. 
We write v(z, r; a)=v(z, r; t, a), as usual, for the number of the a-values 
of g(z, t) in the circle of centre z and radius r ·accordingly v(z, r; oo) gives 
the number of poles of g(z, t) in the same circle. 
3. We prove, in this section, theorem 1 which is actually the key theorem 
in our investigation. 
Theorem l. Let r<,R-e, Ia! ;>exp (8(3Rf2) 3E)mb(R)fmc(R) and 
1+s wr 
H (z, n, t) =max (l/2s) I dw I I ((v (wz, n; t)- v (wz, n ;))/n) dnl, 
1-s 0 
where s = exp (- (3R/2)2E), then 
1 
(3.1) av (H (z, n, t) =I H (z, n, t) dt ~ exp (- RE/5). 
0 
Proof: Since the number of the a-values of the random meromorphic 
function g(z, t) is the number of the zeros of the corresponding random 
integral function f(z, t; a) in the same circle, i.e. 
v(wz, n; a)=v(wz, n; 0, f). 
Also the number of the poles of an g(z, t) within a given circle is, as a 
matter of fact, the same number of the zeros of the random integral 
function c(z, t) which is still the same number of the zeros of the function 
ac(z, t). 
Write j=z+reiu, then, by Jensen's theorem we have: 
wr 
I ((v (wz, n; a)- v (wz, n ;))/n) dn= 
0 
2n 
= (2n) - 1 flog If (wj, t; a)fac (wj, t) I du -log If (wz, t; a)fac (wz, t) I· 
0 
Then 
1+s 2" 
H(z,n,t)=max (2s)- 1 I dw((2n)- 1 I pog lf(wj,t;a)fac(wj,t)ll du)+ 
1-s 0 
I+s 
+max (2s) - 1 I I log If (wz, t; a)fa c (wz. til dw= 
1-s 
2" 
=(2n)- 1 I avl(j) du+ avl(z), 
0 
where 
1+s 
I (j)=max (2s)- 1 I !log If (wj, t; a)/a c(wj, t)ll dw. 
I-s 
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Now, we start by finding out the upper bound for J(j) for all f of F 
outside the exceptional set x. 
Let E1 be the set of values of w in the interval (I - 8; I + 8), for which 
f(wj, t; a);;;,jajjc(wj; t)j, 
and the set E 2 be O(E1 ) with respect to the interval (El.2 vary with a, 
j and t). 
Then, we have: 
) 
I< !f(wj, t; a)Ja c(wj, t)j <. j(b(wj, t) -,a c(wj, t)fa c(wj, t))j 
<I+ jb(wj, t)Ja c(wj, t)j 
(3.2) E E 
<I+ eR mb(jwjj )fa e-R mc(jwjj ), 
in view of (2.3) and (2.4). 
But m(R) is an increasing function, so we have: 
(3.3) ~ mb(jwjj) ,;;;;mb((I +8) (R+R-e)) ? ,;_;;A eRemb(R) by (2.2), 
and 
(
mc(jwjj) >me(( I-8)(R- R-e)) 
(3.4) >mc(R)((l-8)(I-R-e-l))N<Rl 
;;,A e-R2emc(R) by lemma 10 [I]. 
Then, by (3.3) and (3.4), we have from (3.2): 
I< !f(wj, t; a)Jac(wj, t)j <I+ (e2R3emb(R) mc(R) exp (- 8(3R/2)3e/mb(R)mc(R)) 
because jaj > exp (8(3R/2)3E)mb(R)/mc(R). 
Then 
Hence 
(3.5) 
I< !f(wj, t; a)fa c(wj, t)j <I+ exp (- 5(3R/2)3e). 
~ J. jlogjf(wj, t; a)fa c(wj, t)l! dw,;;;; jE1jexp (- 5(3R/2)3e) 
( < 28 exp (- 5(3R/2)3e). 
For the value of J jlogjj(wj, t; a)fa c(wj, t)l! dw, we have: 
T!:t 
(3.6) 
~ I< ja c(wj, t)/f(wj, t; a)j <I+ jb(wj, t)/f(wj, t; a)j 
( <I+ (e2Re)mbR)(jf(wj, t; a)j ). 
From (2.5), we know that: 
(3. 7) jf(wj, t; a)j >A exp (- 8(3R/2)2e)m(jjj ;a) min ((w- Yi)/q•; (Yi+l -w)a•), 
for Yi < w < Yi+l and some set Yi of at most q1 + 2 points situated in the 
interval (I- 8; I+ 8), where q1 < 4(3R/2)e. (q1 is that used in [2, 3]). 
Let E 3 be the sub-set of E 2 which denbtes the set of intervals each of 
length 8 1 = exp (- 3(3R/2)2e/2) with their centres at the points ofthe set y,. 
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Then for w outside E 3 and R > R0( E), let y = y(w) be the number of the 
set Yi nearest to w. Then 
(3.8) lw- Ylq• = exp (q1 log lw- yj) > exp (- 6(3R/2)3•). 
Also, we know that: 
\m(ijl;a)>lalmc(jjl) by (2.1) 
( >Aialmc(R), (3.9) 
and 
(3.10) 
Then, using (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), the inequality (3.6) gives for 
values of w belonging to E 2 -E2E3 , 
1<lac(wj,t)/f(wj,t;a)l<1+exp(-(3Rj2)3•), by a rechoice of R0(E). 
Hence, 
(3.11) ~ E,-~,E, I log I f(wj, t; a)ja c(wj, t)lldw < 2s exp (- (3R/2)a•) ? outside the set x. 
(because IE21 < 2s) 
If w belongs to E 3, we have: by (3. 7) and (2.5) the following: 
(3.12) ~ 1 < Ia c(wj, t)jf(wj, t; a)l < laleR• m 0(R)/If(wj, t; a)l 
( <;eR• exp(8(3R/2)2•)j(w-y)a•. 
Since 
E,E, E, 
i-q +1 Yi+s' )
: f log lw-ylq• dw>q1 f log lw-yla• dw, because lw-yl < 1, 
(3.13) >q1 - .± J log lw-y11 dw 
i=O vi-s' 
> -R4• exp(- (3j2)(3R/2)2•) 
and 
~ IE2E 3I <lEal< 2(q1 + 2)s < AR• exp (- (3/2)(3R/2)2•) 
(3·14) ? < exp (- 4/3) (3R/2) 2•) for R>R0(E). 
Then by (3.7), (3.9), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) we obtain 
f lloglf(wj, t; a)ja c(wj, t)lldw < 9IE2E 3 I (3R/2)2• + 
EaE3 
+ R 4• exp (- (3/2)(3R/2)2•) 
< 9(3R/2)2• exp (- ( 4/3)(3Rj2)2•) + R 4• exp (- (3/2)(3R/2)2•) (3.15) 
<A exp(- (6/5)(3R/2)2•), by a rechoice of R 0 , and for all f of F-x. 
Hence, outside an exceptional set x and for all win (1-s; 1+s), we 
have in virtue of (3.5), (3.11) and (3.15) the following: l (2s)-1 (f +f) log lf(wj, t; a)ja c(wj, t)l dw E1 Ea (3.16) < exp (- 5(3R/2)3•) + exp (- (3R/2)3•) + exp (- (3R/2)2•j5) 
<;A exp( -(3R/2)2•j5). 
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By function theory, we have for all I of F 
log ll(wj, t; a)fa c(wj, t)i <ARe+e_8(3Rf2)3E<ARHe. 
Hence for all I belonging to X, we have: 
( (2s)-
11
1
J_+,•log ll(wj, t; a)fa c(wj, t)!dw< lxiARe+e<A exp( -RE/3), (3.17) 
by a rechoice of R 0• 
(because lxl < exp (-I fiE)). 
Combining the results (3.16) and (3.17), we get: 
avl(j)<exp(-RE/4), for all l(z, t) ofF and all c(z, t), 
by a rechoice of R0• 
Hence in particular, 
av I(z) ~ exp (- RE/4). 
Then the result of the theorem follows, i.e. 
av H(z, n, t)<exp( -RE/5). 
As the value of exp( -RE/5) is less than I, so we can infer that the number 
of the poles of the random meromorphic function g(z, t), which belongs 
* to G, is equal to the number of its a-values satisfying the inequality: 
Hence such a-values of the random meromorphic function g(z, t) belonging 
to G- x, are looked upon as if they were poles. 
By following the same lines of lemmas 2, 3 and 4 of [3], we can obtain 
the results of the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1. If the random meromorphic function g(z, t) belongs to 
G-xv where x1 is an exceptional set of measure at most E, and if at a 
point z (where lzl = R > R 0( E)), g(z, t) has an a-value satisfying: 
Ia! > exp (8(3R/2)3E)mb(R)fmc(R), 
then g(z,t) has a pole within the j-circle where li-zl<2 exp(-RE/12). 
Lemma 2. If g(z, t) belongs to G-xv then associated with each zero 
Zt of g(z,t) with lz11 =R1>R0(E), there is a real positive number r1 satisfying: 
5 exp ( -Re/12) <r1 < 5Rf+I exp( -Re/12), 
such that on the circumference of the z-circle O(zv r1 ) of centre z1 and 
radius r1 
!g(z, t)l <exp(8(3R)3E)mb(R)/mc(R). 
This relation holds, also, for lzi=R>R0(E), outside the family ofcircles 
O(zv r 1 ). 
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Lemma 3. Associated with any positive number E, there is an R0 (E) 
depending only onE, the lbnl's and the lcnl's, and an exceptional set x1 ofG 
of measure less than E. If g(z, t) belongs to G-x and R;;;,R0(E), then the 
following relations hold: 
(i) log+ig(z, t)l <log(mb(R)/rnc(R)+8(3R)3e except for z's of the cones 
of g(z, t). 
(ii) If the cone of g(z, t) contains a z with R > R0 then: 
(a) the cone is contained in the circle with z as centre and diameter 
exp (- Re/14), on the circumference of which g(z, t) satisfies the inequality 
of (i), 
(b) every value of a satisfying : 
is taken in the cone as many times as there are poles of g(z, t) in the same 
cone. 
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